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I. Forming nominal stems from roots

• In Triqui, we have to distinguish between a root form of a noun and 
the stem that is used when something “happens” to the noun.

• Two morphological processes affect the shape of a noun

• Possession – alienable nouns undergo several special nominal stem formation 
processes.
• Compounding – the second member of a head-initial compound undergoes 

tonal changes
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Roadmap
1. Possession

a) Inalienable possession
b) Alienable possession

i. Tonal rules
ii. Regular processes
iii. Consonant mutation
iv. Irregular tone forms
v. Irregular nouns

c) Animal possession

2. Compounding
a) True compounds and tonal processes
b) Pseudo-relative clause compounds

We will not be discussing clitics right away (though you will see them). They require a lot 
of their own discussion and have their own complexity.
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I. Possession
General morphosyntactic rule

• For both inalienably-possessed and alienably-possessed nouns, the 
possessor follows the possessum, regardless of how it is realized.

root ta³koh⁵ ‘foot’
endoclitic ta³ko⁴³ ‘my foot’
enclitic ta³koh⁵=sih³ ‘his foot’
full NP ta³koh⁵ ᵑɡo²ˀᵑɡo² ju³ˀβeh³ ‘the foot/bottom of 

foot each thread each thread’

• The rule is different for animals, as we’ll see.
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Triqui nominal possession - examples
(1a) ka³siʔ³ (2a) jo⁴

‘honey’ ‘tall basket / tenate’

(1b) si³-ka²siʔ³ (2b) to⁴
POSS’D-honey POSS’D.basket
‘honey of’ ‘tall basket of’

(1c) si³-ka²siʔ³=neh³ (2c) to⁴=sih³
POSS’D-honey=3P POSS’D.basket=3M
‘honey of them = their honey’ ‘his tall basket’
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Classes of nouns (secret “noun classes”?)

• Not all nouns in Triqui change their shape or tone with possession. We 
must distinguish among animals, inalienably-possessed nouns, and 
alienably-possessed nouns.

Chapter 7: Nominal morphology
Christian DiCanio

January 11, 2024

Two types of morphology affect nouns in Itunyoso Triqui: stem formation under posses-
sion and compounding. Both morphological processes involve tonal changes on roots, though
the domains of their application varies. For possessed nouns, alienable roots may undergo
a tonal alternation that is accompanied with prefixal morphology. For nominal compounds,
the second member of certain compounds undergoes a tonal lowering process, though the
components of the compound each remain separate prosodic words, e.g. /s̃ıh5 tSu2mãP2/
‘citizen/townsperson’ from /s̃ıh5/ ‘person’ + /tSu3mãP3/ ‘town.’

1 Possession in nouns

Par excellence, the morphology that influences lexical stems in Otomanguean languages is
personal clitic morphology. Few additional distinctions are marked on non-verbal stems. One
major exception to this is prefixal marking of nouns when they are possessed. However, where
possessive morphology applies is sensitive to the semantic category of the noun. Leaving
aside for the moment compound nouns and pseudo-nominal relative clauses, we can divide
the Triqui noun system into three types of nouns on the basis of an animal/non-animal
distinction and an alienability distinction. Examples of these classes are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Semantic classes of nouns in Itunyoso Triqui

Animal Inalienably-possessed Alienably-possessed
tSu3Be3 ‘dog’ nñı3 ‘mother’ ru3ne32 ‘bean’
tSa3kah5 ‘pig’ ta3Pñıh5 ‘child.of’ yãh3 ‘paper’
tSa3tSih2 ‘sheep’ Ra3Pa3 ‘hand’ ri3ya32 ‘straw, twigs’
ri3u3 ‘hummingbird’ kkãh3 ‘sandal’ swa4tu43 ‘shoe’
kwi4juh4 ‘raccoon’ cna3Bi3 ‘hat’ ka3to4 ‘shirt’

Alienably-possessed nouns include all food items, physical object types (stone, earth),
and material goods. It is this class that undergoes complex morphological marking under
possession, where either the entire stem is modified or tonal processes apply alongside prefix-
ation. Note that tonal changes associated with certain possessors (pronouns) are found across
the noun classes, but this is independent from morphological marking of the noun as a pos-
sessed stem. The class of animals includes representatives from all major phyla (mammals,

1
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Two stages of derivation
Table 3: Derivation of alienably-possessed and inalienably-posssessed nouns

Root /Ru3ne32/ /ja32/
‘beans’ ‘tongue’

Stage 1: Stem formation si3-Ru2ne2 –

Stage 2: Person marking si3-Ru2ne2=sih3 ja32=sih3

(cliticization) ‘his beans’ ‘his tongue.
–or– si3-Ru2ne2 si3e4nte43 ja32 si3e4nte43

(concatenation) ‘the president’s beans’ ‘the president’s tongue’

here, we observe both a clitic (for 3m) applied to the right edge of the root as well as a non-
pronominal word like /si3e4nte43/ ‘president’ (< Sp. presidente). However, the second stage
may alternatively involve person-marking with the speech act participant (SAP) alterna-
tions. As discussed previously, these involve distinct tonal tonal and segmental alternations
affecting roots. A separate derivation is shown in Table 4 with SAP person marking.

Table 4: Derivation of alienably possessed nouns and inalienably-posssessed nouns

Root /Ru3ne32/ /ja32/
‘beans’ ‘tongue’

Stage 1: Stem formation si3-Ru2ne2 –

Stage 2: 1s alternation si3-Ru1neh1 jah3

(SAP tonal alternations) ‘my beans’ ‘my tongue’

When tone /2/ roots take 1s marking, there is a toggling of the coda /h/ (DiCanio
et al., 2020) along with tonal lowering to /1/. We observe an identical tonal process with
potential aspect verbs marked with SAP pronouns (see Chapter on verbal morphology).
In that process, the tone of the verb root lowers to /2/ as a reflex of potential aspect
and, when you mark such verbs as first person singular, we observe tonal lowering to /1/.
For instance, /k-a2Bi2/ pot-ascend ‘will ascend/go.up’ > /k-a1Bih1/ pot-ascend.1s ‘I will
ascend/go up.’ Thus, the accurate conclusion is that this type of tonal alternation (tone /2/
> /1/) is a regular reflex of 1s marking and it is independent from possession stem formation
(stage 1 above). Incidentally, a strong morphophonological statement can be made of Triqui
words here: all prefixal morphology (verbal or nominal) produces stem alternants and these
processes precede those involving person marking (marking subjects or possessors).

In contrast to the possessed stem of ‘beans’, when words with a falling tone /32/ take
1s marking, /h/ insertion applies alongside final tonal delinking (DiCanio, 2016; DiCanio
et al., 2020). This results in a stem form with tone /3/ instead of /32/, as we see with the
word for ‘tongue.’ Thus, while the word ‘beans’ and ‘tongue’ each have the same underlying
root tone, since ‘tongue’ is a body part and is therefore inalienably possessed, there is no

3
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1.1 Inalienable possession

• These are things that are not quite possessed but which indicate an 
inherent relation between the possessor and possessum.

• In Triqui, the inalienable class consists of kinship terms, body parts, 
and certain items of clothing (sandals, huipiles, pants, hat).

• Inalienably-possessed nouns do not undergo nominal stem 
formation. The root = the stem.
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Inalienably-possessed nouns

(3a) ɾa³ʔa³ ‘hand’
(3b) ɾa³ʔa³=sih³ ‘his hand’

(4a) ta³ˀnuʔ³ ‘uncle’
(4b) ta³ˀnuʔ³=ũh³ ‘her uncle’

(5a) tʃi³ɾoh² ‘pants’
(5b) tʃi³ɾoh²=neʔ⁴ ‘our (INCL) pants’
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1.2 Alienably-possessed nouns

• Alienably-possessed nouns consist of every other noun that is not an 
animal.

• Natural items (stone, dirt, plants, flowers), food items, items produced 
by humans, etc.

• The class of alienably-possessed nouns is quite a bit larger than the 
inalienable class.
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Nominal stem formation (regular)

• Regular alienably-possessed nouns take the possessed prefix /si³-(2)/ when 
followed by a possessor.
• This prefix conditions tonal changes on polysyllabic roots with tones /3/ and 

/32/, but it otherwise does not affect the tonal/segmental shape of the root.

/3/ > 2.3 /32/ > 2
ko³ʔo³ ‘plate’ sũ³² ‘work’
si³-ko²ʔo³ ‘plate of’ si³-sũ² ‘work of’
si³-ko²ʔo³=sih³ ‘his plate’ si³-sũ²=sih³ ‘his work’
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On the status of tone /32/

• Recall that tone /32/ spreads across disyllabic roots with a final coda, 
e.g. /ɾe³koh²/ ‘branch.’

• These pattern with other tone /32/ words under stem formation, 
changing to tone /2/.

si³-ɾe²koh²=sih³ ‘his tree branch’
si³-ɾu²ne²=neh³ ‘their beans’ <  ɾu³ne³² ‘bean’

• This behavior suggests these roots have the same tone, but it is just 
distributed differently across the word.
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Other examples – no morpheme-induced changes

Regular phonology
si³-na³ ‘bed of...’ /nna³/ degemination
si³-ka³to⁴ ‘shirt of...’ /ka³to⁴/
si³-nu⁴βi⁴³ ‘church of...’ /nu⁴βi⁴³/
si³-ɾu³kuh⁵ ‘tree bark of...’ /ɾu³kuh⁵/
si³-tʃũh⁵ ‘box of...’ /tʃũh⁵/
si³-tʃo¹ ‘pot soot of...’ /tʃo³¹/ low tone spreading
si³-ka¹ʃũʔ¹ ‘shadow of...’ /ka³ʃũʔ¹/ low tone spreading
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y-initial root mutation

• Most roots which begin with /j/ undergo a mutation to /t/ under 
possession. If it is geminate, it stays geminate.

jã³² ‘salt’ compare to.... ja³² ‘tongue’
tã³² ‘salt of’ ja³²=ũh³ ‘her tongue’
tã³²=ũh³ ‘her salt’ jãʔ³ ‘tooth’

jãʔ³=sih³ ‘his tooth’
ja³ko¹ ‘trash’
ta³ko¹=sih³ ‘his trash’
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Productivity

• The /si³-/ prefix is quite productive, e.g. si³-me⁴sa⁴³ ‘table of’, but the 
y-mutation rule is no longer productive.

ja⁴ku⁴³ ‘garlic’ (< ajo) si³-ja⁴ku⁴³=sih³ ‘his garlic’
*ta⁴ku⁴³

ja³ˀⁿduh³ ‘fertilizer’ si³-ja²ˀⁿduh³=sih³ ‘his fertilizer’
*ta³ˀⁿduh³
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Suppletive possessed stems

There is a set of words that also take an “irregular” /t(V)-/ prefix under possession.
16

The possessed stem tonal alternations do not co-occur with these onset mutations in
Itunyoso Triqui. This mutation is in fact rather archaic within the Mixtecan family. A
historical wild vs. domesticated/used distinction involving a /y ¿ (n)d/ alternation occurs
within Mixtec languages, e.g. compare Nuxaá Mixtec /yute/ ’river’ to /ndute/ ’water (of
someone)’ (van Doesburg et al., 2021). Yet, onset mutations among possessed nouns have
been mostly lost within Mixtec languages synchronically with the exception of Apoala Mix-
tec. The distinction here in Triqui appears to be a grammaticalization of this patterning
and it occurs in every Triqui language (Hollenbach, 1992; Hernández Mendoza, 2017).

1.5 Historical onset mutation and irregular prefixal morphology

There are a small number of noun roots which take irregular prefixes under possession. All of
these occur with nouns containing an onset geminate consonant and most involve an onset
/t-/ or /tV-/ applied to the possessed stem. The prefixal allomorph /tu-/ occurs before
those nouns with a bilabial geminate onset. Examples of this allomorph are given in Table
12. One exception to the labial pattern is found in the word /nneP3/ ‘straw rope.’ Loanwords
beginning with a labial consonant do not take this prefix – this is a fossilized prefix. The
remaining three prefixal allomorphs are given together in Table 13. The list of nouns given
here is exhaustive, representing all roots known to take these irregular genitive allomorphs.

Table 12: Alienably-Possessed Nouns with a suppletive prefix /tu-/

Root Possessed Noun Gloss
BBe32 tu3Be32 ‘maguey cactus’
BBe4 tu3Be4 ‘hair’
mmi31 tu3mi2 ‘bridge’
mmi32 tu3mi2 ‘sweet potato’
mmiP3 tu3miP3 ‘soap’
nneP3 tu3neP3 ‘straw rope’

me4sa43 si3-me4sa43 ‘table’
*tu3-me4sa3

Ba4su43 si3-Ba4su3 ‘glass’
*tu3-Ba4su3

While the possessed forms here appear to involve a prefix, it is arguably just another
case of the historical onset mutation process /j/ ¿ /t/ that we saw above. Consider that the
reflex of onset geminates in Triqui languages is often the historical loss of a pre-tonic */jV-/
syllable. This is retained in certain contexts in Copala Triqui, as we see in the partial list of
correspondences in Table 14. Further evidence of /j/-initial stems is found in comparative
work examining Triqui in relation to Proto-Mixtec (cf reconstructions in DiCanio, 2009).
For instance, compare Proto-Mixtec ‘bag/morral’ */jonoP/ (Josserand, 1983) to Itunyoso
and Chicahuaxtla Triqui /nnãh3/.
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• Other “prefixes” also occur. All of the words that have this irregularity 
begin with geminates. Recall the origin of initial geminates though.
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Table 13: Alienably-Possessed nouns with suppletive possessed stem shapes

Allomorph Root Possessed Noun Gloss
/t-/ a3RuP3 ta3RuP3 ‘squash bowl’
/ta3-/ nne32 ta3ne32 ‘water’

nnih3 ta3nih3 ‘leather’
/ti3-/ tSũh5 ti3tSũh5 ‘box’

Pnih45 ti3Pnih5 ‘corn’
tsi32 ti3si2 ‘ear of corn’
tsiP3 ti3siP3 ‘fermented cactus drink (pulque)’

/tSi3-/ tSah3 tSi3tSaP4 ‘music’
nna31 tSi3na1 ‘farmland’

Itunyoso Chicahuaxtla Copala Reconstructed Proto-Triqui Gloss
BBe32 wwe32 ju3ve32 */ju3we32/ maguey

BBeh35 wwe5 ju3ve5 */ju3weh5/ straw mat

BBe3 wwe3 ju3va31 */ju3wa31/ brave

BBeh3 wwehe3 ju3veh3 */ju3weh3/ boundary stone

B̃ı3 ww̃ı3 a3vi32 */a3w̃i32/ to be

nnah2 na2nah2 na2nah2 */na2nah2/ slowly

nniP2 a2n1P1 ja3niP1 */ja3n1P1/ ugly, gross

mmiP3 mmiPi3 ju3miP3 */ju3miP3(i)/ soap

mmi31 mmi31 ju3mi1 */ju3mi1/ bridge

mmi32 mmi32 ju3me3 */ju3mi3/ sweet potato

ttah35 ta5 (u)taP3 */u3ta5/ to be above

ttuh35 tu5 i3tu5 */i3tuh5/ knot, goiter

ttu32 si5 tu2 i3tu32 */i3tu32/ thief

ttSih2 tSih2 (i)tSih2 */itSih2/ seven

ttSiP2 tSiP2 (i)tSiP2 */itSiP2/ ten

úúùoh3 úùoho3 ni3úùoh3 */ni3úùoh3/ female’s belt

Table 14: Geminate correspondences across Triqui varieties. Forms listed in parentheses are
optional in the language.
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Look at the historical forms!

Table 13: Alienably-Possessed nouns with suppletive possessed stem shapes

Allomorph Root Possessed Noun Gloss
/t-/ a3RuP3 ta3RuP3 ‘squash bowl’
/ta3-/ nne32 ta3ne32 ‘water’

nnih3 ta3nih3 ‘leather’
/ti3-/ tSũh5 ti3tSũh5 ‘box’

Pnih45 ti3Pnih5 ‘corn’
tsi32 ti3si2 ‘ear of corn’
tsiP3 ti3siP3 ‘fermented cactus drink (pulque)’

/tSi3-/ tSah3 tSi3tSaP4 ‘music’
nna31 tSi3na1 ‘farmland’

Itunyoso Chicahuaxtla Copala Reconstructed Proto-Triqui Gloss
BBe32 wwe32 ju3ve32 */ju3we32/ maguey

BBeh35 wwe5 ju3ve5 */ju3weh5/ straw mat

BBe3 wwe3 ju3va31 */ju3wa31/ brave

BBeh3 wwehe3 ju3veh3 */ju3weh3/ boundary stone

B̃ı3 ww̃ı3 a3vi32 */a3w̃i32/ to be

nnah2 na2nah2 na2nah2 */na2nah2/ slowly

nniP2 a2n1P1 ja3niP1 */ja3n1P1/ ugly, gross

mmiP3 mmiPi3 ju3miP3 */ju3miP3(i)/ soap

mmi31 mmi31 ju3mi1 */ju3mi1/ bridge

mmi32 mmi32 ju3me3 */ju3mi3/ sweet potato

ttah35 ta5 (u)taP3 */u3ta5/ to be above

ttuh35 tu5 i3tu5 */i3tuh5/ knot, goiter

ttu32 si5 tu2 i3tu32 */i3tu32/ thief

ttSih2 tSih2 (i)tSih2 */itSih2/ seven

ttSiP2 tSiP2 (i)tSiP2 */itSiP2/ ten

úúùoh3 úùoho3 ni3úùoh3 */ni3úùoh3/ female’s belt

Table 14: Geminate correspondences across Triqui varieties. Forms listed in parentheses are
optional in the language.
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The suppletion 
we see here is 
simply the same 
y-mutation rule 
applying to the 
historical shape 
of the root.



Tonally-irregular possessed stems

• For 8 nouns, the tone of the possessed stem has tone /1/. 🤷
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Itunyoso Triqui, the possessed stem tone is formed by replacing the underlying tone with
tone /1/. This appears to a↵ect a set of lexemes with diverse underlying tones in Itunyoso
Triqui – it is specifically not predictable. This process a↵ects just 8 out of 232 nominal roots
in the inflectional paradigm database and is shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Suppletive tone /1/ class nouns

Root Possessed stem Gloss
na3Pñıh5 si3-na1Pñıh1 ‘black cherry/capuĺın’
ko3no3Po4 si3-ko1no1Po1 ‘medicine’
snã4Pãh4 si3-snã1Pãh1 ‘language’
ku3Ru32 si3-ku1Ru1 ‘granary’

1.4 Root onset mutation /j/ ¿ /t/ with possession

A mutational allomorph for prefixation occurs on many nouns in Itunyoso Triqui, where
roots with an onset /j/ glide are mutated to /t/. This mutation does not apply to loanwords
or to certain disyllabic words, but it is a frequent. Table 11 shows examples of nouns which
undergo this mutation as well as nouns which take the regular /si3-/ prefix described above.
The word /ya4ku43/ ‘garlic’ is a loan from Spanish ‘ajo’, phonetically ["axo]. The other listed
exceptions to the onset mutation rule are not loanwords. Among disyllabic noun stems, the
mutation rule is fairly irregular. Note that if the onset consonant is a geminate glide, the
mutation maintains consonant length (/j:/ ¿ /t:/).

Table 11: Alienably-Possessed Nouns with onset /j/

Root Possessed Noun Gloss
ju3PBeh3 tu3PBeh3 ‘thread’
jã32 tã32 ‘salt’
ja2Pnã3 ta2Pnã3 ‘mask’
jo3Poh5 to3Poh5 ‘land’
ja3Pah3 ta3Pah3 ‘chile pepper’
jju3 ttu3 ‘pennyroyal’
jjah32 ttah32 ‘flower’

ja4ku43 si3-ja4ku43 ‘garlic’
*ta4ku43

ja3tã32 si3-ja2tã2 ‘mulberry’
*ta3tã32

ja3Pnduh3 si3-ja3Pnduh3 ‘fertilizer’
*ta3Pnduh3
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Completely suppletive stems

• Just a handful of nouns have completely suppletive possessed stems. 
The origin of suppletion with ‘egg’ and ‘tree’ is clear, but the other 
forms are a mystery.

20

If many of the roots with onset geminate consonants lost a singleton onset */j/, it stands
to reason that the possessed forms of such nouns would have undergone the same /j/ ¿ /t/
alternation that we noted above. This is in fact the synchronic pattern in Copala Triqui,
where words like ‘maguey’ /ju3ve32/ undergo this onset mutation (/tu3ve32/) when possessed
(Hollenbach, 2007). However, in Itunyoso and Chicahuaxtla Triqui, the pre-tonic syllable
has been lost in the uninflected root. Thus, rather than irregular prefixal allomorphs, these
unique forms under possession appear to be historical onset mutations.3

1.6 Segmental suppletion in possessed stems

Just as we observe a set of stems with suppletive stem tonal allomorphs, there is a small set
of nouns which have wholly suppletive possessed stems which di↵er in both segmental and
tonal structure from the root. These forms can appear distantly related to the root noun,
where subsequent patterns of historical sound change have rendered their phonological shapes
dissimilar, but they may also be distinct. We observe these irregular stem forms in the data
in Table 15.

Table 15: Irregular Noun Stems

Root Possessed stem Gloss 1s stem Gloss
BeP3 tu3kwa4 ‘house’ tu3kwah5 ’my house’
a4sih4 si3-kãP3 ‘clothing’ si3-kã3Pãh5 ‘my clothing’
tS:uh3 tSi3Ruh4 ‘egg’ tSi3Ru43 ‘my egg’
tS:ũ3 tSi3Rũh5 ‘tree’ tSi3Rũ43 ‘my tree’

The forms for ‘egg’ and ‘tree’ are mostly produced with a geminate palatoalveolar af-
fricate /tS:/, though older speakers retain the retroflex onset /úù:/ in these words.4 However,
singleton retroflex a↵ricates in Itunyoso Triqui underwent a sound change whereby *úù ¿
[ó⇠R]/V V (retroflexes are retained in Chicahuaxtla Triqui in the onset of the stressed sylla-
ble in polysyllabic words). Thus, a probable reconstruction for the possessed forms of ‘egg’
and ‘tree’ are those where the retroflex rhotic or alveolar flap was an a↵ricate and the his-
torical possessive prefix /t(i)-/ was palatalized, e.g. */t-i3úùuh4/ ¿ */tS-i3úùuh4/ ¿ /tSi3óuh4/
‘poss’d-egg.’ Though, synchronically, the possessed stem and root appear rather distinct.

1.7 Summary of possessed stem morphophonology

The Triqui languages retain a complex historical morphology associated with possession of
alienable nouns. For these nouns, possessed stem formation usually involves appending the
regular prefix /si3-/ and this process extends to all loanwords from Spanish as well, e.g.

3
Prior reconstructions of Triqui have ignored gemination across all languages as epiphenomenal (Mat-

sukawa, 2012) and, as a result, have no ability to account for this alternation.
4
As noted in the segmental phonology chapter, the retroflex-palatoalveolar contrast among geminate

a↵ricates has mostly been lost by younger Itunyoso Triqui speakers, but is retained in Chicahuaxtla Triqui

(Hernández Mendoza, 2017).
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1.3 Animals
• Unlike both inalienable and alienable nouns, animals are possessed via a 

pre-posed head, which functions like a kind of animal classifier.

tʃu³βe³ ‘dog’
tã⁴=sih³ tʃu³βe³ ‘his dog’
ANIM.CL=3M dog

tʃi³lu³ ‘cat’
tãh⁵ tʃi³lu³ ‘my cat’
ANIM.CL.1S cat
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How long can the possessor be here?

22

tʃi⁴jãh⁴ tã⁴ ma³ri⁴a⁴³ ᵑɡa¹ jwã⁴³ tʃu³βe³
bark ANIM.CL Maria with Juan dog

possessor conj possessor possessum

‘Maria and Juan’s dog is/was barking.’

The possessor can be complex here and still intercede between 
the animal classifier and the possessum.



Nominal possession and stem-formation
Summary
Inalienable nouns Alienable nouns Animals
No stem 
formation/prefixation

Stem-formation 
processes (tone 
change, onset 
mutation, irregulars)

No stem 
formation/prefixation

Possessum + possessor Possessum + possessor Classifier + possessor 
+ possessum

tʃa³¹=sih³ si³-kʷe²kĩ³=sih³ tã⁴=sih³ tʃa³kah⁵
head=3M
‘his head’

POSS’D-onion=3M
‘his onion’

ANIM.CL=3M pig
‘his pig’ 23



II. Nominal compounds

• The Triqui lexicon consists of about 2,000 roots, but there are easily an 
additional 1,000 compound words, many of which have not been 
discovered/examined yet.

• The structure of all Triqui compounds is head + modifier.

• The head in nominal compounds is usually a superordinate category.

• Importantly, all compounds consist of two prosodic words.
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Simple compounds

25

Simple compounds do not undergo any phonological processes. They 
are simply the result of prosodic word concatenation.

Table 16: Compound nouns

Simple compound Tone-changing compound
Root Root Compound Root Root Compound

tSu3kwah5 stu3ku32 tSu3kwah5 stu3ku32 tSu3kwah5 tSi3RiP3 tSu3kwah5 tSi2RiP2

‘snake’ ‘jewelry, ring’ ‘coral snake’ ‘snake’ ‘intestines’ ‘red-striped beetle’

s̃ıh5 tSu3mãh3 s̃ıh5 tSu3mãh3 s̃ıh5 tu3PBi3 s̃ıh5 tu2PBi2

‘person’ ‘Cuquila’ ‘person from Cuquila’ ‘person’ ‘lightning’ ‘Mixtec person’

kw:eh32 tSa3kah5 kw:eh32 tSa3kah5 kw:eh32 t:o31 kw:eh32 t:o2

‘edible green’ ‘pig’ ‘Medicago Polymorpha’ ‘edible green’ ‘milk’ ‘dandelion green’

Tone /2/ is the most frequent replacive tone here, but a smaller set of compounds contain a
replacive tone /1/ in the second morpheme.

The modifier may di↵er phonologically from the free morpheme that it is (at least his-
torically) derived from. In many cases the modifier itself a bound morph that occurs only in
collocation with the headword. Examples of these types are given in Table 17. The modifiers
here do not appear elsewhere in the language and may reflect either borrowed morphs from
other languages or morphs now lost elsewhere in the language.

Table 17: Nominal compounds with bound modifiers

Compound Gloss Compound Gloss
kw:eh32 ska2kiP2 ‘Cyclanthera integrifolia’ tS:ũ3 Ra3neh2 ‘Quercus candicans’
‘edible green + ?’ ‘tree + ?’
k:oh32 ja2ka2 ‘Irusine di↵usa’ pa2la3 mi3ndu3 ‘species of spiny lizard’
‘plant + ?’ ‘lizard + ?’
tSu3ku3 sa3ndi4o43 ‘dragonfly’ k:ã3 na3joP3 ‘chilacayote squash’
‘animal + ?’ ‘squash + ?’

In sum, the modifiers in Triqui nominal compounds may involve a compound-specific
tonal change to /2/ or /1/, be entirely bound to the compound, or both. These patterns
appear to be pathways towards lexicalization of the compounds, but interestingly, the com-
pounds persist as sequences of two separable prosodic words. This di↵ers from historical
compounding in Triqui where true lexicalization has taken place and the resulting form is
a single prosodic word, e.g. /tSa3tSũh5/ ‘bread’, which is a historical fusion of /tS:a3⇠úù:a3/
‘tortilla’ and /tSũh5/ ‘oven, box’; or in words like /a3Ra4sũ43/ ‘to utilize, use’, which is a his-
torical fusion of /a4Rah4/ ‘to construct’ and /sũ32/ ‘thing.’ In these cases, the headword has
been modified whereby phonological contrasts that are not permitted in unstressed syllables
are simplified (including tonal patterns).
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Tone-changing compounds
Tone-changing compounds involve a replacement of the modifier’s tone 
with /2/, or sometimes /1/. The entire prosodic word’s tone is replaced.
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Table 16: Compound nouns

Simple compound Tone-changing compound
Root Root Compound Root Root Compound

tSu3kwah5 stu3ku32 tSu3kwah5 stu3ku32 tSu3kwah5 tSi3RiP3 tSu3kwah5 tSi2RiP2

‘snake’ ‘jewelry, ring’ ‘coral snake’ ‘snake’ ‘intestines’ ‘red-striped beetle’

s̃ıh5 tSu3mãh3 s̃ıh5 tSu3mãh3 s̃ıh5 tu3PBi3 s̃ıh5 tu2PBi2

‘person’ ‘Cuquila’ ‘person from Cuquila’ ‘person’ ‘lightning’ ‘Mixtec person’

kw:eh32 tSa3kah5 kw:eh32 tSa3kah5 kw:eh32 t:o31 kw:eh32 t:o2

‘edible green’ ‘pig’ ‘Medicago Polymorpha’ ‘edible green’ ‘milk’ ‘dandelion green’

Tone /2/ is the most frequent replacive tone here, but a smaller set of compounds contain a
replacive tone /1/ in the second morpheme.

The modifier may di↵er phonologically from the free morpheme that it is (at least his-
torically) derived from. In many cases the modifier itself a bound morph that occurs only in
collocation with the headword. Examples of these types are given in Table 17. The modifiers
here do not appear elsewhere in the language and may reflect either borrowed morphs from
other languages or morphs now lost elsewhere in the language.

Table 17: Nominal compounds with bound modifiers

Compound Gloss Compound Gloss
kw:eh32 ska2kiP2 ‘Cyclanthera integrifolia’ tS:ũ3 Ra3neh2 ‘Quercus candicans’
‘edible green + ?’ ‘tree + ?’
k:oh32 ja2ka2 ‘Irusine di↵usa’ pa2la3 mi3ndu3 ‘species of spiny lizard’
‘plant + ?’ ‘lizard + ?’
tSu3ku3 sa3ndi4o43 ‘dragonfly’ k:ã3 na3joP3 ‘chilacayote squash’
‘animal + ?’ ‘squash + ?’

In sum, the modifiers in Triqui nominal compounds may involve a compound-specific
tonal change to /2/ or /1/, be entirely bound to the compound, or both. These patterns
appear to be pathways towards lexicalization of the compounds, but interestingly, the com-
pounds persist as sequences of two separable prosodic words. This di↵ers from historical
compounding in Triqui where true lexicalization has taken place and the resulting form is
a single prosodic word, e.g. /tSa3tSũh5/ ‘bread’, which is a historical fusion of /tS:a3⇠úù:a3/
‘tortilla’ and /tSũh5/ ‘oven, box’; or in words like /a3Ra4sũ43/ ‘to utilize, use’, which is a his-
torical fusion of /a4Rah4/ ‘to construct’ and /sũ32/ ‘thing.’ In these cases, the headword has
been modified whereby phonological contrasts that are not permitted in unstressed syllables
are simplified (including tonal patterns).
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Modifier structure
• We can see a clear compositional structure to the simple and tone-

changing compounds, but there are also bound prosodic word 
modifiers. These morphemes do not occur outside of the compound.
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Possession in compounds

• Recall that possession involves nominal stem formation. How do you 
do this and retain the integrity of the compound? Or the integrity of 
the tone-changing modifier?

• Possession of compounds is often done via pre-posing of the head 
before the compound.

• This way, only the head undergoes stem formation.
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Pre-posing possession in compounds
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2.1 Possession in nominal compounds

While it would seem that the modifier of compounds would be inflected for person in Itunyoso
Triqui, this is usually not allowed in possessed compounds. For many compounds, the typical
pattern is for only the headword to be possessed and then, optionally, this is pre-posed before
the entire compound. Examples of this pattern are shown in Table 18 for alienably-possessed
nouns.

Table 18: Possessed alienable nouns with possessed heads followed by full compounds. Note
that roots like ‘tree’ have irregular possessed stems, here /tSi3Rũh5/.

Compound tS:ũ3 Ri3aP3 k:oh3 tSa3ko3

tree evergreen plant wasp
‘evergreen tree’ ‘wasp hive’

Possessed tSi3Rũ43 tS:ũ3 Ri3aP3 si4-ko43 k:oh3 tSa3ko3

compound (1s) poss’d.tree.1s tree evergreen poss’d-plant.1s plant wasp
‘my evergreen tree’ ‘my wasp hive’

Possessed tSi3Rũh5=ũh3 tS:ũ3 Ri3aP3 si3-koh3=ũh3 k:oh3 tSa3ko3

compound (3f) poss’d.tree=3f tree evergreen poss’d-plant=3f plant wasp
‘her evergreen tree’ ‘her wasp hive’

The examples in Table 18 importantly contain either an SAP clitic (1s) or a non-SAP
clitic (3f), the latter of which behaves identically in Triqui syntax as a full NP, e.g. the
girl’s wasp hive - /si3-koh3 Ngwi31 tSa1na1 k:oh3 tSa3ko3/. The possessed forms here might
be more literally translated as ‘my tree of the evergreen tree’ or ‘my plant of the wasp
plant/hive.’ In general, it appears that Itunyoso Triqui disprefers possessive constructions
where the possessed stem is not also marked for person. An alternative explanation is that
the language disprefers words that are not alienable nouns to be possessed under the scope
of the alienable noun possessive prefix /si3-/.

How might these structures be analyzed? Under one perspective, perhaps these are not
compounds at all, but relative clauses. Yet, if they were, we would expect the possession
of the head noun to only occur if the compound were endocentric. This process appears to
occur regardless of whether the compound is endocentric or exocentric. Consider the word
for ‘thigh’ /n:e31 se3Pndeh3/, lit. ‘meat/flesh’ + ‘?’ The second morpheme only occurs in
collocation with the word for ‘meat/flesh.’ It is not only a bound root, but it is actually
completely unclear where the origin of this morpheme lay. The structure of the morpheme
is odd too – /e/ is rather rare in non-final syllables and /nd/ occurs just in a few morphemes
in the language. By all definitions, it has exocentric meaning. Yet, the possessed form is
/si3-ne3=ũh3 n:e31 se3Pndeh3/ ‘her thigh,’ where the head noun is marked for possession before
the compound is repeated. Though the examples in Table 18 are endocentric – the modifiers
have clear referents outside of the compound – endocentricity/exocentricity is independent
from the pattern of compound possession.
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A similar strategy is used with inalienable noun compounds. 
Question: Are these actually compounds? Or just translated as such?
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For many inalienably-possessed nouns, a slightly di↵erent pattern is found than the one
above. Here, the head is not repeated after the possessed head, but it appears that possession
“breaks up” the compound itself. Examples are shown in Table 19. While the example of
‘great grandmother’ is arguably compositional within Triqui syntax, the same must not
be true for the words for ‘thumb’ and ‘index finger.’ In the latter, the root for ‘face’ is
/Ri3ã32/, but it has undergone a process of tonal change to tone /2/ (see above) under
compounding. This tonal change persists in the possessed form even though personal clitics
intervene between the head and the modifier.

Table 19: Possessed inalienable nouns with possessed head morphemes

Compound tSu3kwã3Pãh3 be3lu3 Ra3Pa3 Si3 Ra3Pa3 Ri2ã2

grandmother elder hand big hand face
‘great grandmother’ ‘thumb’ ‘index finger’

Possessed tSu3kwã4Pã43 be3lu3 Ra3Pah5 Si3 Ra3Pah5 Ri2ã2

compound (1s) grandmother.1s elder hand.1s big hand.1s face
‘my great grandmother’ ‘my thumb’ ‘my index finger’

Possessed tSu3kwã3Pãh3=sih3 be3lu3 Ra3Pa3=sih3 Si3 Ra3Pa3=sih3 Ri2ã2

compound (3m) grandmother=3m elder hand=3m big hand=3m face
‘his great grandmother’ ‘his thumb’ ‘his index finger’

Table 20: Optional person-marking on modifiers in compounds

Compound kw:eh32 t:o2 Rã3Pã3 B:e32

edible.green milk mushroom maguey

‘dandelion greens’ ‘maguey mushroom’

Possessed si3-kw:eh32 t:oh1 si3-Rã3Pã3 B:eh3

compound (1s) poss’d-edible.green milk.1s poss’d-mushroom maguey.1s

si4-kw:e43 kw:eh32 t:o2 si3-Rã3Pãh5 Rã3Pã3 B:e32

poss’d-edible.green.1s edible.green milk poss’d-mushroom.1s mushroom maguey

‘my dandelion green’ ‘my maguey mushroom’

Possessed si3-kw:eh32 t:o2=ũh3 si3-Rã3Pã3 B:e32=ũh3

compound (3f) poss’d-edible.green milk=3f poss’d-mushroom maguey=3f

si3-kw:e32=ũh3 kw:eh32 t:o2 si3-Rã3Pãh3=ũh3 Rã3Pã3 B:e32

poss’d-edible.green=3f edible.green milk poss’d-mushroom=3f mushroom maguey

‘her dandelion green’ ‘her maguey mushroom’

One additional pattern of possession occurs in Triqui compounds – it is possible in some
cases to place the person marker on the modifier instead of on the head. In fact, for some
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